Wikidata is a collaborative knowledge graph which is central to many academic and industry IT projects. Its users are responsible for maintaining the schema that organises this knowledge into classes, properties, and attributes, which together form the Wikidata 'ontology'. In this paper, we study the relationship between different Wikidata user roles and the quality of the Wikidata ontology. To do so we first propose a framework to evaluate the ontology as it evolves. We then cluster editing activities to identify user roles in monthly time frames. Finally, we explore how each role impacts the ontology. Our analysis shows that the Wikidata ontology has uneven breadth and depth. We identified two user roles: contributors and leaders. The second category is positively associated to ontology depth, with no significant effect on other features. Further work should investigate other dimensions to define user profiles and their influence on the knowledge graph.
INTRODUCTION
Wikidata is the collaborative knowledge graph (KG) initiated by the Wikimedia Foundation in 2012 [45] . Since its launch, its community has grown up to more than 100 thousand registered editors, who have contributed knowledge about around 46 million entities.
Knowledge graphs are a technology used to add context and depth to anything from web search to product recommendations and intelligent assistants. They describe real-world entities, their relationships, and attributes [32] . A KG typically spans across several domains and is built on top of a conceptual schema, or ontology, which defines what types of entities (classes) are allowed in the graph, alongside the types of properties they can have.
Creating KGs is not trivial. It requires a mix of sophisticated machine algorithms and human input. DBpedia, for example, is automatically extracted from Wikipedia via mapping rules created by knowledge engineers and domain experts [24] . YAGO is extracted from Wikipedia as well, but relies on other resources to recognise the type of each entity in the KG [26] . Freebase, a Google project closed in 2015, was built by a team of experts supported by crowdsourcing [32] . While many of these KGs overlap from a content point of view, they differ in their sociotechnical fabric. Each of 141:2 A. Piscopo & E. Simperl them automates some parts of the knowledge graph creation and maintenance process in slightly different ways. More importantly for our context, they vary in the way they use crowdsourcingsometimes, KG platforms rely on experts for specific types of activities (Freebase, Yago), define rules for how and by whom some activities should be carried out (DBpedia, Yago), or provide tools to facilitate collaboration (DBpedia). In this respect, Wikidata is modelled after Wikipedia. It is built by its community of editors without any restrictions on what entities or properties to create first or how to group entities into classes and create a class hierarchy. It relies of a minimal set of predefined roles that come with a set of special rights or permissions and encourages discussions and collaborative decisions via social channels such as Talk pages.
A range of factors-its open, collaborative approach, the support from the Wikimedia Foundation and the community gathered around it, the insights from prior analogue projects-have created a fertile ground to make Wikidata one of the largest knowledge resources ever available in around six years. The Wikidata community is entirely responsible for editing and maintaining the knowledge graph, which is released under an open license and continuously updated-10 million edits monthly as of April 2018. This makes it an interesting subject of study for collaborative ontology engineeringbesides its scale, in terms of community size, levels of participation and size of the KG, it is the only project of its kind that has approached an activity that used to be carried out by teams of trained professionals according to carefully crafted methodologies, using grassroots contributions by its community and minimal guidelines and instructions.
The tasks carried out by Wikidata users may differ considerably in terms of workflow and cognitive effort. They can perform simple, repetitive edits, e.g. adding statements that assert facts about a particular entity, such as Ada Lovelace-place of birth-London. They can also work on more complex tasks that require cognition of knowledge engineering concepts, such as the curation of the ontology, which forms the backbone of every KG. This means grouping similar entities into classes and declaring properties that may apply between entities from that class. In our example, the class would be human for Ada Lovelace and city or capital for London. This combination of tasks is peculiar to Wikidata and, in relation to CSCW, led researchers to place it at an intersection between peer-production systems and collaborative ontology engineering communities [27] . Wikidata editors seem to take roles that are somewhere on a line between these two categorisations, with some focusing more on adding and maintaining data, while others working on organising the underlying ontology [27] . Moreover, seasoned users tend to be more active and to participate in the life of the community [34] . They more likely undertake ontology-related activities, such as creating classes and properties and defining sub-and super-classes, feeling that these define their identity on the platform [34] .
In this paper, we build upon these previous studies to understand the range of contributions users make to the Wikidata ontology and their impact on the ontology quality. We carry out a literature review to understand the different approaches and metrics that have been applied in the past to assess the quality of ontologies and define a framework suitable for Wikidata. We then cluster editing activities using k-means and features suggested in related work to identify characteristic user roles in monthly time frames. Finally, we explore the relationship between user roles and ontology quality in time by fitting several regression models.
Our paper fills a gap in collaborative knowledge engineering by analysing one of the most significant projects in this space. In the context of Wikidata, our contribution is threefold: (i.) we propose a quality framework for the Wikidata ontology, demonstrating its suitability as a tool to monitor changes to its quality; (ii.) we derive a set of user roles based on a broader range of activity patterns and contribute to contextualise Wikidata within the field of online collaboration; (iii.) we shed light on the links between collaborative processes and the outcomes of its community, by investigating how user roles influence the ontology quality.
Items and Properties are the building blocks of Wikidata. Items refer to concrete or abstract entities, e.g. Ada Lovelace or the Colosseum, or to classes of entities, such as humans or music genres. Properties are used to state any relationship between entities. Items and Properties are identified by alphanumeric codes (URIs), in which a letter-Q for Items, P for Properties-is followed by a number (e.g. Q5 or P31). Editors can add human-readable labels and descriptions to Items and Properties in any of the 358 languages used in Wikidata [45] .
Facts about Items and Properties are asserted by means of statements (see Figure 1) . The core of a statement is the claim, a property-value pair that connects an Item or a literal, and possibly a qualifier, to the Item they refer to. Statements can be enriched with references or ranks. The knowledge graph is the set of all statements, which link Items to each other. Wikidata editors can be either bots, i.e. software programmed to execute specific tasks, or humans. Bots author most edits [38] and are used to carry out a wide range of routine tasks. They are initiated by human editors and approved by the community [49] . Users who operate bots are also responsible for their work and must check if they cause any damage to the knowledge graph.
Human editors can contribute either after registering or anonymously. The latter are responsible for a small percentage of revisions (0.5%), although they edit Properties to a larger extent than bots [27] . Anonymous edits are likely to be detrimental for Item quality [33] , in line with studies on anonymous editing on Wikipedia, which often results in spam and vandalism [1] . Concerning registered editors, they may be granted different sets of rights if they take on higher-responsibility roles such as 'administrator', 'bureaucrat' or 'Property creator' [50] . These roles are assigned through a community vote or directly by another user in the same group. Regular registered editors can edit and create new Items, and use various types of tools to perform revisions in batch. Semi-automated editing tools, such as QuickStatements or The Wikidata Game, allow users to edit at a much higher rate than it would be possible through the web interface. We refer to edits made using these tools also as 'batch edits'. Regular editors cannot carry out any changes that might have a substantial influence on the entire graph, such as deleting pages, or creating new Properties. These are a prerogative of users with additional privileges, who may edit templates; block and remove users; and patrol the system for quality checking. Administrators and Property creators are the only users allowed to create new Properties, under the approval of the community. 
The Wikidata ontology
Ontologies capture the classes of entities of interest in a given domain and their properties [37] . They are used to facilitate communication among people, as they standardise terminology and provide guidance for classification. They are equally useful to add context and depth to algorithms for anything from web search to recommender systems and conversational agents. Different communities have developed their own ontologies, for example in cultural heritage [10] or health and life sciences [3, 5] . Ontologies vary in size, breadth, and format. For example, the DBpedia ontology has 735 classes and around 2800 properties [32] , whereas YAGO counts with more than 480 thousand classes and only 77 properties [32] . A domain-specific ontology such as the Gene Ontology has more than 40 thousand classes [3] . Some ontologies are encoded in so-called formal knowledge representation languages-these have a rigorous mathematical underpinning which allows one to use automatic reasoning to detect inconsistencies, classify new entities into classes based on their properties, and derive new knowledge.
Wikidata does not have a predefined formal ontology. The ontology is loosely defined by the relationships between the Items in the graph, similarly to Freebase [6] . This means, among others, that Wikidata does not formally distinguish between Items that are classes, for example city, and Items that are entities, for example London. This distinction is important for any AI that would use the knowledge graph to understand whether in a given context the entity London would refer to the largest city in the United Kingdom or would rather stand for the British government, which is an entity of a different class, executive body. Prior studies into the Wikidata ontology have used Properties describing taxonomic relations-instance of (P31) and subclass of (P279)-to identify those Items which take the function of classes. Erxleben et al. [11] exploited these relations to extract an OWL ontology from Wikidata 1 . Another study [8] used P31 and P279 to explore common issues in the Wikidata taxonomy, highlighting three main anti-patterns, attributable principally to the misuse of the two Properties. Following the same approach, we define the Wikidata ontology as the set of all its Properties and the Items that are used as classes, i.e. those that are subject or object of subclass of (P279), or object of instance of (P31). In our previous example, the ontology would entail the Property place of birth alongside all classes to which the two entities, Ada Lovelace and London are linked to: humans, cities, capitals, financial centres, etc.
A consequence of the informal, collaborative nature of Wikidata is that its ontology may change quickly, depending on edits on Properties and on the use of P31 and P279. An application looking up information in Wikidata via an API would receive very different results at different points in time, as these results very much depend on the ontological structure of the knowledge graph. While previous studies have started investigating how users edit the ontology (see next section), none of them has yet looked at editing activities over time, which is one of the aims of our paper.
User roles and collaboration in Wikidata
There is an extensive literature around user behaviour in online communities and specifically on the roles taken by different contributors. Distinctive roles are often identified from patterns spontaneously emerging from user activity [48] . Although they may coincide or overlap with formal or hierarchical roles, they are more generally determined by different levels of "expertise, identity, achievement, and community involvement" [2] . Several studies define user roles along a core-periphery axis within the community they belong to. Less active users are generally a majority and are situated towards the periphery, whereas a smaller core of contributors takes additional responsibilities and administrative duties [2] . Roles are not fixed and community members tend to move across roles, often from the periphery to the centre [9, 30] , but not necessarily. An analysis of functional roles in Wikipedia [2] has shown that users move in both directions between higher and lower responsibility roles, albeit with less editors getting to roles closer to the centre.
Müller-Birn et al. [27] studied Wikidata user roles. Their work draws upon peer-production systems and collaborative ontology engineering literature to profile editors based on their revisions' scope (e.g. claims, labels, references) and type (e.g. addition or deletion). Human users are categorised into six profiles. Two of them are primarily engaged in modifications to the ontology (Property editors and Property engineers), whereas the others focus on adding and revising other elements, such as references and common Items. Bots have similar profiles, with the exception of Property engineers. Our work is complementary-we look at user profiles and how their editing change the quality of the ontology in time. [34] qualitatively analysed the evolution of users as they become established members of the Wikidata community, through the lenses of activity theory [21] and legitimate peripheral participation [23] . Seasoned users are more likely to have a central role in the community, participating more often in discussions on community pages, and mentoring less experienced peers. Furthermore, users with different levels of experience are likely to carry out different tasks. More established editors focus more on quality control and on building and maintaining the ontology. Some of them voice their concerns about common errors in the construction of taxonomic hierarchies done by novices, echoing what was reported in [8] . These errors often involve the use of an incorrect Property-e.g. Ada Lovelace-instance of -computer scientist, instead of occupation, or MSF Canada-subclass of -Médecins Sans Frontières, instead of part of -or of an incorrect object Item, although to a lesser extent. Other issues cause redundancies, rather than inconsistencies, e.g. when an Item is a sub-class of two Items, one of which is an instance of the other [8] . Whereas [34] sheds some light on the tasks undertaken by users with different levels of experience in Wikidata and hints at the existence of various user roles within the platform, the research is qualitative and based on a small sample of interviews. The current paper could be seen as a quantitative follow-up of that study, identifying Wikidata user profiles over time and understanding their impact on the part of Wikidata that seems to rely on experienced contributors, its ontology.
DATA
The Wikimedia Foundation releases dumps containing the history of each page within Wikidata. Everything within the platform, including Items and Properties, has a corresponding web page, which is assigned to a particular namespace. For each version of a page, called revision, several metadata fields are available: the name and identifier of the user responsible for the revision, the timestamp of the revision, and a comment. We extracted from the dumps the data updated to the 1 October 2017. We imported each revision of every statement within Wikidata into a PostgreSQL database to be able to find all revisions at any point in time along the lifespan of Wikidata. Deleted statements were appropriately tagged. The ontology graph was built on the basis of the P31 (instance of ) and P279 (subclass of ) Properties. Qualifiers were not included in the analysis, similarly to [11] . Administrators and bots were identified through the lists of users by group made available by the Wikimedia Foundation, cross-checking these with data extracted from the Request for Permission pages in Wikidata. Edits made through semi-automated tools were identified by looking at the comments and tags attached to each revision [36] . To examine the evolution of user activity and of ontology quality over time, we extracted monthly slices of the data and collected all variables for each slice. P31 was created in early February 2013, while P279 dates back from early March 2013. Hence, the first slice in our dataset is March 2013, the last is September 2017, for a total of 55 slices. The code and part of the datasets produced are available at https://github.com/Aliossandro/who_models_the_world_submission_1161_cscw.git.
METHODS
We carried out three related studies, each with their own methods: Study 1, to define a quality framework suitable for Wikidata based on existing literature, which we applied to evaluate the quality of the ontology over time; Study 2, to identify user roles based on their activity patterns, using the data from Section 3; the results of Study 1-a measure of the Wikidata ontology quality over time-and Study 2-roles and editing patterns of each user for every month-were linked together in Study 3, where we explored how specific user roles trigger changes in the quality of the Wikidata ontology. The findings of the first two studies were used to define hypotheses for the third. In the following, we report on the methods used by each of them.
Study 1 -Ontology quality
Assessing the quality of an ontology can follow various approaches [7, 17, 44] . Choosing an approach depends on context, including the purpose of the assessment and the available data [7] . The current work aims to gain a quantitative understanding of the effects of different editing patterns on the quality of the Wikidata ontology. Therefore, we sought an approach that R1 considers primarily factors that editors could potentially influence (as opposed to externalities around the use of the ontology by developers, its suitability for a particular task, etc.); R2 is able to assess the ontology over time to observe its evolution; R3 uses only the ontology for the assessment and does not require additional task-based evaluations (a counterexample would be aspects such as completeness or coverage, which need to take into account a reference model or a gold standard); R4 includes indicators that could be implemented unambiguously and be computed automatically (for example, aspects such as the understandability of an ontology can be assessed in various ways).
A basic distinction can be made with regard to the type of evaluation: ontology validation checks whether the ontology is fit for purpose and meets its requirements, whereas ontology verification focuses on the process (i.e. whether the ontology was built correctly) [44] . We follow an ontology validation approach; the processes used by the Wikidata community are defined and assessed by the community itself, according to their principles and models of governance. Ontology validation can refer to various layers of an ontology: its labels (or vocabulary), its syntax (the correct use of a format), its semantics (whether the modelling is appropriate), and many more [44] . Our analysis focuses on structural quality, which can be computed from the data published by Wikidata and are directly controlled by Wikidata editors. Other aspects, e.g. vocabulary, syntax, context are related to applications using Wikidata or to its data model and as such not connected to editing activities.
We surveyed the extensive research around structural ontology metrics to inform the design of our framework. In order to identify relevant papers, we crossed the results from queries to widely used academic literature search engines (i.e. Google Scholar and Web of Science) with the references found in a number of ontology evaluation surveys [7, 17, 28, 44] . We used the following keywords: 'ontology metrics', 'ontology evaluation framework', and 'ontology evaluation'. From the results, we selected only papers including primarily structural metrics. We evaluated each framework in our selection against the requirements set above ( Table 1 ). The approaches in [31] and [40] were not suitable for our purposes, as the first focused on measuring the level of connectedness between ontology pairs and the second used a system of subjective ratings which was not compatible with our requirements. The other frameworks shared a number of metrics related to breadth, depth, and fitness of use compared to the rest of the knowledge graph, e.g. number of classes, average sub-class hierarchy depth, and average number of instances per class. For the purpose of our analysis, we picked a set of 14 indicators, primarily from [37] . The metrics in this work covered a wider range of aspects than those in [51] and [52] , while being suitable to be implemented on Wikidata, which Framework R1 R2 R3 R4 OntoMetric [40] No Partially No Partially Gangemi et al. [14] Partially Yes No Partially OntoQA [39] Yes Yes Partially Yes Orme et al. [31] No Yes No Yes Sicilia et al. [37] Yes Yes Partially Yes Yang et al. [53] Yes Yes Yes Yes Yao et al. [51] Yes Yes Yes Yes Table 1 . Ontology metric frameworks evaluation against the requirements set in the present study
Items used as subject of P31 but not as an object and not connected to any other Items through P279.
noi

Number of classes (|C |)
Items connected to at least another Item through P31 (as an object) or P279 (as a subject or object).
noc
Number of root classes
Classes for which no super-class exists (
norc
Number of leaf classes
Classes that have at least a super-class for which no sub-class exists ( [37] used in the present analysis lacks the stringent logical definitions typical of formally-defined ontologies. We adjusted each of the metrics in our set to capture the ontology model of Wikidata.
Our Wikidata ontology quality framework consists of 14 features, shown in Table 2 . The features counting the number of classes (noc, norc, nolc) and Properties (nop) measure the ontology size. norc is a count of the classes that have sub-classes, but no explicitly stated super-class. It can assume values between 1 and |C |, where higher values suggest more diverse knowledge in the ontology [37] . nolc refers to the classes with no sub-classes. noc and nolc increasing at a pace comparable to that of the total of the Items in the graph would be a sign of a growing number of Items erroneously treated as classes, confirming prior findings around the misuse of P31 and P279. A slower growth would indicate that the taxonomy is actively and successfully maintained. Experienced users focus on this task according to [34] . noi counts the Items for which type information is specified, i.e. which are subject of P31 statements, and ideally should be equal or close to the total of Items.
The average population of an ontology ap measures how instances are distributed across the classes of the ontology. Together with class richness (cr ), it provides an indication of whether the information in the ontology is sufficient to describe the data [37] . Low cr and ap may mean that the instances in the KG do not represent all the knowledge in the ontology [39] . This seems unlikely in Wikidata, where the ontology is not built separately from the rest of the graph, and could hence be attributed to the misuse of taxonomic properties. Stable or increasing cr and ap may be a sign of successful efforts to maintain the ontology by a part of the Wikidata community, whereas decreasing values would point to empty classes continuously added without sufficient quality checks. Relationship Richness or rr is the ratio between the overall number of relations of the entities in an ontology, divided by the sum of the sub-class relations plus the overall relations. Values closer to 1 are characteristic of rich ontologies, whereas lower values indicate ontologies containing mostly taxonomic relations [37] . Inheritance richness (ir ) is used to understand how knowledge is distributed across the different branches and levels of the ontology. It measures the average number of sub-classes per class. High ir values would correspond to a shallower ontology, with classes that tend to represent more general knowledge, whereas lower values typically reflect very specialised, vertical ontologies [37] . Hierarchy depth metrics (ad, md, and maxd) describe the length of (explicit, as opposed to automatically inferred) sub-class relations paths in the taxonomy [44] . Deeper ontologies are often seen as more reliable [13] , although they may result in being less understandable and usable [14] . Continuously increasing ontology depth and ir may point to an ontology becoming too specialised and overly convoluted. We may expect the Wikidata ontology to have unequal depth, with low average depth and high maxd values increasing over time. The set in [37] included also the OntoRank metric. We did not include that, as it did not apply to Wikidata.
Study 2 -User roles
The k-means algorithm has been used in several studies to identify emerging user roles [12, 25, 27] . In our case, it helped us cluster human registered editors according to several features ( Table 3 ). The choice of features was informed by prior studies about community dynamics in Wikidata and other platforms. According to what reported in [34] , established users perform more revisions (# edits), undertake more often tasks related to the maintenance of the ontology (# ontology edits, # taxonomy edits, and # Property edits), patrol the graph to correct errors and uphold quality (# modifying edits), and interact more with the community (# discussion edits). Because of the varying levels of activity across months, we normalised these variables by their monthly totals, in order to make them comparable across different time frames. Experienced editors are also more likely to carry out more revisions through semi-automated tools, therefore we included the proportion of these types of edits (p batch edits). Moreover, the activity of Wikidatians vary also in terms of focusing on a larger or smaller range of Items [34] . This is taken into account by the Item diversity feature. Finally, formal roles have been connected to functional roles in other platforms such as Wikipedia [2] . We added two binary variables indicating whether a contributor belonged to an administrative user group (e.g. bureaucrats, administrators, or stewards) or to any other user group with extended user rights (e.g. Property creators or rollbackers) in a determined time frame. Many approaches exist to determine the appropriate k in unsupervised clustering algorithms. We used the gap statistic, which compares a measure of variance with a null reference distribution of the data [41] . This measure has outperformed several other approaches in the literature. 
Study 3 -Relationship between user roles and ontology quality
We formulated two research hypotheses linking user role features to the ontology quality metrics based on the findings from the first two studies. We looked at this relation in terms of how the activity of a determined user type, specifically leaders, results in changes in various ontology metrics. Our approach follows [19] and consists in applying a lagged multiple regression model to predict changes in an ontology metric considered between two points in time metricT n − metricT n−1 , holding it constant at metricT n−1 . This approach has the advantage to control for regression towards the mean and to remove the influence of metricT n−1 on the relation between predictors and the dependent variable [19] . The metrics chosen for the dependent variables, computed as metricT n − metricT n−1 , represented ontology breadth (noc, norc, nolc), depth (ad), and distribution of instances and classes (ir and ap). The independent variables were the number of edits made by leaders and by contributors. As control variables, besides the initial value of the dependent variable (metricT n−1 ) we added to each model the number of bot and anonymous edits, which have been shown to influence the quality of Wikidata [33] . Independent and control variables had different scales and were standardised to have mean 0.
RESULTS
Study 1 -Ontology quality
We implemented the indicators based on the specification from Table 2 and computed their values on the data from Section 3. Summary statistics about the current state of the graph are presented in Table 4 . The Wikidata ontology has roughly 1.5 million classes, about 2000 times larger than the DBpedia ontology and three times than YAGO [32] (see also Section 2.1). With regard to Properties, Wikidata enables the expression of a vast number of relations, exceeding both that of DBpedia and YAGO (Section 2.1). noi is smaller than the total number of Items, meaning that a large number of entities have no defined type information. Concerning other indicators, the differences between mean and median values suggest that instances (ap and mp) and sub-classes (ir and mir ) are unevenly distributed across the ontology. As regards the evolution of the ontology, all indicator series were tested for significance using a 1-sample t-test against the null hypotheses that no trends took place over the time span observed. All values in Figures 2, 3 , and 4 presented a significant trend, except average population (ap), max depth (maxd), and the medians, whose value Table 2 ). The median number of sub-classes (mir ) is stable around zero. If we look at variables related to the size of the taxonomic hierarchy, such as inheritance richness (ir ) and max depth (maxd), it seems that a part of the Wikidata ontology is distributed vertically. maxd increases over time, reaching values higher than 80 (Figure 4 ), i.e. hierarchies with more than 80 levels. Finally, Wikidata classes seem to be well defined, with several relations besides P279, which can be seen in the rapid increase of relationship richness (rr ).
Study 2 -User roles
We collected a total of 783, 604 user/timeframes, corresponding to 190, 765 unique human registered users working over 55 months. The average time people contribute to Wikidata was four months (median 1, interquartile range 1,3). 28, 600 users were active across more than five months and around 18, 000 across more than ten. 143 performed edits throughout the entire time span considered.
We tested values for k between 2 and 8. The maximum value was chosen in order to keep the number of clusters manageable. The gap statistic returned an optimal k = 2. An independent t-test across the two clusters showed that the mean of each variable differed significantly, with the exception of admin and lower admin. We called these roles contributor and leader. The large majority of user/timeframes (771, 044) fell in the first role, characterised by lower levels of activity for all variables. On average, contributors perform a lower number of edits, preferably without semi-automated editing tools, and participate less in community discussions. Leaders have more sustained editing activity and deeper engagement in community pages. They devote more effort to revising properties and taxonomic relations (P31 and P279 statements). Besides, they are more active in modifying previously added content and edit more often through semi-automated tools. It is important to note users can morph into different roles over time. Editors with at least one month in the leader role had on average a higher activity lifespan on the platform (∼ 9 months; interquartile range 1, 11) than editors without (∼ 4 months; interquartile range 1, 2). A MannWhitney test confirmed that the difference between these two groups was significant (p < 0.05). Aggregate analyses over the entire history of online communities can lead to misrepresenting some of their underlying dynamics, due to Simpson's paradox [4] . Hence, following the approach in [4] , we looked at user roles dynamics by year of joining the platform. We divided editors in five yearly cohorts, from Wikidata's launch (October 2012) to the end of our dataset (September 2017), each including users joining from October of one year to September of the following (e.g. October 2012 to September 2013, etc.). Users who joined earlier in the project (before September 2013) are more active over all time frames considered ( Figure 5 .c) and are the most likely to take a leader role (Table 5) . For all cohorts, the percentage of leaders peaks initially, followed by a drop after around a year. This is less pronounced for 2012-2013 editors ( Figure 5.d) , but it must be considered that our analysis starts on March 2013, leaving out the first months of their activity. Table 5 . Breakdown of users and leaders by yearly cohort. By leader, we refer to anyone who has taken on a leader role in at least one time frame.
Study 3 -User profiles and ontology quality
The third contribution of this paper concerns the influence of each Wikidata user role on the quality of the Wikidata ontology. Prior work about Wikidata has highlighted different sets of users that take on quality control tasks concerning the conceptual structure of the graph. Experienced editors report in [34] to feel as part of their duties the maintenance and cleaning of the ontology, compared to when they were novices on the platform. Müller-Birn et al. [27] identify two roles that are mainly focused on creating and editing Properties. Similar roles have been identified also in collaborative ontology development projects [12] , where some editors have been shown to work primarily on organisational and hierarchy-cleaning tasks.
In the second study, we have identified two roles that Wikidata editors may take: contributor and leader. Leaders perform more higher-responsibility tasks, including quality control and maintenance of the ontology. Several users move between the two roles over time, although only a minority ever shows a leader activity pattern. Based on the studies cited above, we assume that these users are more familiar with quality issues around the Wikidata ontology and their work on the ontology improves its quality, contrasting harmful behaviour from other users, deleting incorrect P31/P279 Table 6 . Lagged regression analysis of proportion of activity of each user type on noc, norc, nolc, ir , ap, and ad statements and working as 'ontology curators', e.g. creating new hierarchies and replacing instance of with subclass of relations (and vice versa) when needed. This results in two hypotheses: H1 Higher levels of leader activity are negatively correlated to number of classes (noc), number of root classes (norc), and number of leaf classes (nolc). H2 Higher levels of leader activity are positively correlated to inheritance richness (ir ), average population (ap), and average depth (ad).
The lagged regression analysis did not show any significant relation between noc, norc, nolc, and leader activity levels (Table 6 ). H1 was thus not supported. H2 was partially supported. Leader edits were significantly and positively associated with hierarchy depth (ad) and inheritance richness (ir ). The latter, as well as average population (ap), were also positively related to bot edits.
DISCUSSION
Ontology Quality
Different dynamics emerge from our evaluation of the Wikidata ontology. It grows over time, in terms of numbers of classes (noc), leaf classes (nolc), and Properties (nop). It also appears to be unevenly maintained and more so as the knowledge graph grows. The combined dynamics of class richness (cr ) and average population (ap), simultaneously dropping in June 2014 and both dwindling afterwards, together with the difference between ap and the median number of instances per class mp (Figure 3) suggest that an increasingly high number of empty classes exists next to a vastly populated core of the ontology with deep taxonomic hierarchies, as average (ad) and max depth (maxd) show. Whereas a share of the ontology growth may be attributed to erroneous revisions such as those described in Section 2.2 and discussed in [8, 34] , these are not the only reason behind the trends observed. An examination of the peaks in Figures 2 and 3 revealed that a single bot (MicrobeBot) added ∼ 400 thousand classes in March 2016, causing the sudden rise of noc and nolc. Two bots (SuccuBot and PLBot) are responsible for June 2014's peak in ap, which subsequently falls due to an increase in the number of classes. These mass revisions are not necessarily incorrect. Bots are often programmed to carry out edits within a particular domain, creating new statements by extracting information from a source. MicrobeBot created numerous new classes by adding sub-classes statements to as many protein and gene Items. These edits are not formally incorrect, yet they are questionable under a knowledge engineering point of view, as it is highly unlikely that instances will ever added to these classes. Describing a concept as a class or an instance determines the properties and attributes that can be applied to it and it is an essential part of building an ontology [29] . Prior literature has discussed the tension between freedom and standardisation in projects collaboratively producing structured data [15] . The liberal policies of Wikidata put virtually no restrictions on the edits users can make. This liberal approach may potentially lead to imbalances in the conceptual knowledge of the graph such as those identified. Quality metrics such as those from our framework can address this issue, by monitoring the evolution of the ontology.
Quality metrics. The metrics used in this paper have been variously related to different characteristics of ontologies. Deeper ontologies-Wikidata's taxonomic tree has an average depth of 40 sub-class relation-are likely to be harder to understand and to be manipulated by users [14] , although they have been associated with more reliable semantic content [13] . Others have found connections between ontology accuracy, inheritance (ir ), and relationship richness (rr ) [22] . Nevertheless, our quality framework is limited in expressiveness. Whereas the structural indicators considered work well with the observational data provided by Wikidata and are able to illustrate trends over time, they are hardly comparable across ontologies and do not provide any direct insight into the correctness of the conceptualisation [44] . To deal with the first, we could consider normalised indicators [44] . For the second, we could try to detect inconsistencies, either by inspecting samples of the class hierarchy [43] or by using reasoning software-however, the size of the ontology makes both tasks extremely challenging for state of the art tools. Further on, our framework does not consider multilingual aspects of Wikidata. A comparison between Wikipedia articles has found that different language versions overlap only to a very small extent, with regard to the topics they cover [16] . A similar issue was noted in Open Street Map [15] , where users often found the knowledge organisations of editors with different cultural backgrounds not meeting their specific needs. Our framework could be extended to include indicators that consider structural changes for different language spaces as well. To sum up, the metrics computed provide only a partial picture of the quality of the Wikidata ontology. Yet, it is an important part. First, our findings may be a starting point for future studies that want to explore differences in quality between domains in Wikidata conceptual knowledge. Second, the information provided by our metrics may be used to test future design solutions. For example, measures to make the effects of any edit on the hierarchy may be adopted to address the misuse of taxonomic relations, following a suggestion regarding collaborative ontology development contexts in [42] . An analysis of the metrics selected in this work may be subsequently used to assess the success of such approach.
User Roles
We detected the existence of two distinct user roles in Wikidata: leaders and contributors. Compared to the latter, the first perform on average more edits on classes, carry out more maintenance work, and get more involved in community discussions. Editors move up and down between these roles. In each time frame of the period examined, leaders are only a small minority (∼ 1%) and that their overall revisions are generally less than those from contributors. When this is not the case (June and Auдust 2016, January 2017, see Figure 5 .a), the usual proportions are reverted by single human editors who perform revisions at a high rate (∼ 2M per month) through semi-automated tools. This reinforces the considerations made in Section 6.1 concerning the benefits of using our metrics to continuously monitor the quality of the Wikidata ontology. Early editors are more likely to take a leader role (Table 5) , a behaviour that has been noted also among users of other platforms (e.g. Reddit [4] ) and may be explained by a self-selection bias, i.e. users arriving to Wikidata in its early stage may be on average those who are more inclined to like it [4] . After a first drop, the percentage of early users taking a leader role remains higher than other cohorts ( Figure 5 .d), which may confirm this hypothesis. Moreover, each cohort shows an initial peak of users working as leaders a few months after joining, followed by a decline. We return on that in the next paragraphs.
Compared to prior studies on roles in Wikidata or in collaborative ontology engineering projects, the Wikidata community seems less structured. A direct comparison may not be appropriate though, since our conceptualisation is built along different dimensions than earlier ones. Whereas the analysis in [27] looks at edit types with more granularity, distinguishing between revisions on the various parts on an Item, we included features related to editors' interaction within the community and use of interfaces, i.e. semi-automated tools. Similar considerations can be done concerning research on collaborative ontology engineering roles, which relies mainly on structural aspects of the concepts edited, e.g. their depth or their function in the ontology hierarchy [12, 47] .
The Reader-to-Leader (R2L) framework [35] describes people's behaviour in online platforms and has been largely influential in the CSCW community. Thanks to its generalisability, it has been applied and empirically validated on numerous collaborative platforms, e.g. Wikipedia; in addition, it explains transitions between roles. We discuss our findings through the lens of this framework and of previous empirical studies that rely on that, focusing on two aspects: (i.) the articulation of roles, also as regards administrative responsibilities; (ii.) the transitions between roles.
Regarding (i.), the R2L framework categorises users into four roles, reader, contributor, collaborator, leader, ordered according to their centrality along a core-periphery axis. Readership may prove difficult to detect in Wikidata, as the relevant data can be accessed through APIs and tools that are much less mature than those used in this work. Contributors in R2L move their first steps on the platform, performing small edits and slowly engage in relationships with the other users [35] . Collaborators are more established members of the community, who cooperate with other participants to achieve more complex outcomes. Wikidata contributors present a mix of the features of these two roles. Some editors perform a large number of revisions with semi-automated tools, but do not comment on talk pages; others are less active, but engage more often with the community; other users edit less, but stay active for longer times. This diversified behaviour, which characterises also leaders, stands out when compared to other studies, e.g. to Arazy et al. 's analysis of Wikipedia's participation dynamics [2] . In their work, underpinned by the R2L, the authors bring together organisational and functional features, showing that specific activity patterns correspond to each of the nine Wikipedia's formal roles. On the contrary, formal roles-administrators-were not distinguishing features for the roles detected in the current study. Wikidata is still an emerging project, therefore its community structure might still be evolving to more defined patterns of activity. However, there is evidence from our analysis that its evolution has so far been distinct from Wikipedia. Whereas in the online encyclopaedia the administrators' share of edits increased in the first years [18] , this rise is yet to happen in Wikidata, if it will happen at all. Moreover, Wikidata has still a lower normative burden of rules and policies than Wikipedia [34] . A simpler bureaucracy may require fewer declared roles, which in turn changes how and how much people participate. Our findings demonstrate that Wikidata's sociotechnical fabric diverges from prior projects in both the areas of peer-production and collaborative knowledge engineering and may actually represent a new paradigm of collaborative system. Under a methodological viewpoint, the clustering algorithm used (k-means) may not perform well with some types of clusters, e.g. non-spherical or unevenly distributed ones. Different algorithms may give different results, although each has its strengths and weaknesses. Future studies should test other approaches to compare their performances.
For what concerns (ii.), i.e. role transitions, in R2L they happen in both directions from periphery to core, although mainly in a sequential fashion [2, 35] . The minority of Wikidata editors who ever work as leaders move up and down between roles, seemingly 'stepping up' at some point to provide greater support to the project. Several users follow the path to leadership in their first months, but yearly cohorts in Figure 5 .d show that they often do not beat that path again. This may be a sign of declining participants' motivation-one challenge initiatives such as Wikidata and Wikipedia may face is the lack of shorter-term, tangible goals and achieving a specific editor status might act as a proxy to them [20] . Our analysis, alongside previous studies [27] , could inform the definition of these 'badges' and help study their uptake and effects.
Ontology quality and user roles
Our results partially support the qualitative findings from [34] . We did not find any significant influence of users in the contributor role on any of the metrics analysed. Leader activity is significantly related to the average number of sub-classes per class (ir ) and depth of the ontology (ad), which may be interpreted as a confirmation that more seasoned users concentrate their efforts on vertically extending and consolidating the ontology to ensure that all entities in the KG are optimally represented and organised into classes. Their efforts appear to have limited effect though. Appropriate tools may be designed to help them control Wikidata's quality. Bot edits are positively related to the average number of sub-classes per class (ir ). To a certain extent this can be attributed to the introduction of several Wikidata bots, which e.g. add data from other sources into Wikidata automatically. What is surprising is the lack of any substantial influence on the total number of classes (noc), reinforcing the impression that Wikidata user dynamics differ from those observed in prior collaborative ontology engineering projects.
CONCLUSION
This work is the first to address the structural quality of the Wikidata ontology over time and the community dynamics that influence it. Its contribution is threefold. First, we have devised and applied a set of indicators to assess the Wikidata ontology from its early days until September 2017. Second, we have identified roles for Wikidata editors according to their activity patterns. Finally, we have explored how these roles influence the quality of the ontology.
The Wikidata ontology is large and messy, with numerous underpopulated classes and uneven depth. This confirms prior literature suggesting that several Wikidata contributors fail to use correctly the taxonomic relations P31 (instance of ) and P279 (subclass of ). On the other hand, we found evidence suggesting that parts of the ontology have higher depth and are likely to be curated by a core of expert users. We identified two activity patterns: contributors, i.e. users with lower number of edits and less engaged in community discussions, and leaders, who are more active in all of the features considered. Only a minority of users presents a leader activity pattern at any time during their interaction with the platform. Finally, whereas the activity of leaders seems to influence positively the depth of the ontology, no relation could be proven between any editor category and variables concerning the breadth of the ontology. Future work should explore what variables are at play in that regard.
The use of KGs to empower any kind of information-based system has become widespread in recent years and is likely to grow further. The communities behind them need appropriate tools and frameworks to produce high-quality data. For that purpose, it is important to understand how knowledge is created within these communities and by whom. This paper is a step in this direction.
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